From: Schlanger, Margo  
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 7:44 PM  
To: Schlanger, Margo  
Subject: RE: CBP Religious Questioning Complaint - letters out, memo attached

Send it just to and explain that we need to protect pii, so it's not for public release. Tell him if it's going to be shared more broadly, it should be a redacted version that wipes out the names. Tell him we don't generally proactively release these, though of course they are foileable.

From my blackberry
Margo Schlanger
To: Schlanger, Margo [redacted]
Cc: Blumberg, Jeffrey [redacted]
Subject: CBP Religious Questioning Complaint - letters out, memo attached

Margo,

I wanted to let you know that retention letters relating to the CBP Religious Questioning Investigation were mailed this afternoon, with CAIR-MI also receiving a copy via email (CAIR letter attached). The retention memo, which you and Audrey reached agreement on last week, has been put into final along with the request for information.

By my understanding, [redacted] would normally email the retention memo and request for information to CBP from the CRCL Officer account (I believe I captured the people we have been normally emailing, along with some new additions from CBP, below). I’ve also included the incoming complaints so that they can be attached to the email, if desired. For [redacted] benefit:

The TO line on the email:

The CC line on the email:

I know that this complaint has been special, so I wasn’t sure if this was something you preferred to send to CBP yourself, or otherwise handle differently.

Also, as an FYI, Jeff is reaching out to CAIR directly to follow up on the retention letter.

Let me know if you have any questions, or if there is anything else I can do to get the retention memo out the door.

Best,

[redacted]

Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
Tel. [redacted]
Fax. [redacted]

http://www.dhs.gov/crcl